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On the 5th of June 2019, I (Emma Farrell) attended a day of practical assessments for our
attendees on our 2 Day Manual Handling Instructor Assessor Course, Redhill. The course
is run at the Harlequin Centre, which is located directly in the centre of Redhill and easily

accessible for attendees travelling from all London and Surrey areas.

On days 1 and 2 of our Manual Handling Instructor Assessor courses our attendees are
taught the following: manual handling risk assessments & safer systems of work, basic

spinal biomechanics and injury, symptoms of musculoskeletal disorders & injury, unsafe
lifting & lowering of loads, BackSafe lifting and lowering of loads, squat lifting & lower-
ing, team lifting & lowering, Unsafe pushing of loads, BackSafe pushing, Unsafe pulling,
BackSafe pulling, team handling and delivering a 2 Hour Manual Handling Practical Skills
Courses. To receive a copy of our Manual Handling Instructor Assessor Course Booklet
and to gain an insight into what is covered on our Intensive 3 Day Manual Handling In-
structor Course please email our director: garethmilner@osteopathicsolutions.co.uk.

The assessment on Day 3 of our Training courses consists of our attendees taking a writ-
ten exam paper, followed by a practical assessment. This intensive exam, written by our

Director and expert manual handling trainer Gareth Milner, a qualified osteopath, en-
sures attendees have a very broad knowledge of Manual Handling, covering significant
technical and theoretical aspects of the subject matter. From my experience of taking

this intensive course back in November
and qualifying as a Manual Handling Instructor Assessor, I felt this was an excellent

course and assessment method as  many common Manual Handling Courses nationwide
tend to contain multiple choice assessments at the end of their training with often no
practical assessments. Osteopathic Solutions training courses thoroughly assess all at-

tendees through a very stimulative written exam followed by precise and intensive
‘hands-on’ practical assessment. Those with learning difficulties are also taken into con-
sideration as we offer a separate multiple-choice exam paper as put in place by our ac-

creditation provider.

The Practical Assessment

Within the Osteopathic Solutions Practical Assessment marking scheme, at-
tendees are marked on many common Manual Handling techniques such as squat lifting
and lowering, semi squat lifting and lowering, lunge lifting and lowering, safe and unsafe

carrying and team carrying

Attendee 1: Semi Squat Squat Lift & Lower of a Load

As we can see from the beginning of this video clip and picture below, (Click here to

view the video) the attendee, who is being practically assessed for a Semi-squat lift, has

the load positioned slightly in front of his feet. We recommend attendees to have the

load in between feet for best BackSafe practice.
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His feet are positioned shoulder width apart which is causing him to perform a
forward bend. He is also slightly too far away from the load. The farther away

the load is from the body, the more forward bending will be involved and more

use of lower back muscles. This dangerous practise if performed over time could

eventually lead to disc herniation and eventual prolapse. Despite these common

yet hazardous techniques being performed by attendee 1, he is carrying out a

perfect semi squat of the legs and is maintaining a stable, balanced and secure

grip. He is making good use of his leg muscles.

Linked with the Osteopathic Solutions Manual Handling Instructor Assessor
course notes, Osteopathic Solutions recommend the following tips to ensure
this practice is carried out with this Best Practise BackSafe technique and per-

formance:

Individual Micro-Assessment of the Load: To estimate the weight of a load you
can tap the object with your foot, rock it with your hands or partially initiate the

lift ‘testing’ its weight. Check the load as it may show the weight in kg. Assess
the safest and moist comfortable place to grip the load, where its weight is dis-
tributed and its heaviest part is. Get help if the load is too heavy and/or bulky

for one person.

Load Close: Keep the load close to your body, within the area of your base of
support.

Feet Position: The feet should be symmetrically positioned, slightly wider than
shoulder width apart with the load between your base of support.

Hips & Knees: Good mobility in the hips and knees is essential for semi-squat
and full-squat techniques.
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Attendee 2: Full Squat Lift & Lower of a Load

Attendee two is being assessed on the full squat lift and lower of a load. Want to test yourself? Check out the
video here before reading the below text and see if you can spot the postural error!

For this assessment the attendee was asked to perform a demonstration of full squat lifting and lowering of a load.
As you can see from the beginning of the video, and the above image, although he made good use of his leg

muscles, his distance from the load was too far away to correctly perform this technique. Forward bending like this
overstretches the lower back tendons, ligaments, joints and discs. The farther away the load is from the body, the

greater the leverage effect acting on the spinal column.

As we can also see from the video clip, his feet are positioned level and slightly wider than shoulder width apart giv-
ing him a good base to carry out the technique. He also performed a perfect full squat as well as a relatively good
grip. Head and neck position should always be neutral when carrying out Manual Handling. For this particular lift,

what can you notice about the neck positioning?

It is slightly flexed. A flexed neck position, although often commonly incorrectly taught as the correct positioning
when performing Manual Handling techniques, can cause increased pressure on the discs, leading to future neck

problems.

Attendee 3: Safer Carrying

To begin this best practice technique within our highly practical Manual Handling assessment, attendee 3 was
questioned about safer carrying in front of the body. Before reading the text further, can you name some methods

of safer carrying of loads in front of the body?
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As mentioned by our attendee within the video, (click to view) one method of safer carrying includes: carrying
the load in front of the body, with it held close to the body’s centre of gravity. We can see from the video and
his hand gestures that that loads should be carried at lower chest/ upper abdomen position. Both arms, also

displayed within the video, are involved in holding the load with a balanced grip.

He also mentioned that having the load up too high could cause you to lean forward or backwards. Osteo-
pathic solutions recommend spinal position to be straight. (With no side bending) Other safe methods of carry-

ing including having the loads with one at each side of the body as demonstrated below by attendee 3, with
the arms straight. This method is ‘BackSafe’ if the total load weight is no more than 25kg, and carrying distance

is short.

Grip should be ‘stable and comfortable’ as mentioned by expert trainer Gareth in the clip and also demostrated by 
the attendee in the image below.  

Attendee 4:  Team Lift and Lower

Linked with Osteopathic Solutions Manual Handling Instructor Assessor Course notes, heavy and bulky loads
should be carried with 2 handlers, or pushed/ pulled on a trolley or pallet truck. When carried with 2 handlers,

if possible (and safe) one handler should face forwards directing the other who is walking backwards. For
shorter distances, and shown in the video clip of Attendee 4’s assessment (click here to view), each handler

may be able to make a side step.

In this video clip the attendee is assessed on his ability to team lift. I performed this technique alongside him,
as he talked us through the technique.

As firstly mentioned by Attendee 4 within the lift, as the team leader, he specifies that lifting will occur on the
word ‘Lift’ in the command ‘Ready, Brace, Lift.’ This is very important. It is also important to note that ‘Ready,
Brace, Lower’ should be mentioned on lowering of the load to ensure both people carrying out the lift/lower

are clear.
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As we can see from the clip the attendee (along with myself) is making good use of leg muscles & powerful body-
weight. 

Can you pick out some of the faults carried out by attendee 4 within this lift? Have a watch of the clip and see. 

The main things lacking from the practical demonstration are: Powerful use of leg muscles i.e. Pushing yourself up 
with good force from the floor, however, as mentioned above there is still a good use of leg muscles performed. Re-
garding the coordination of the lift, it is important that everybody is clear about where the load needs to go which 

wasn’t mentioned by attendee 4.

Other important tips to note when ensuring a Team lift run smoothly, as written in our Manual Handling Instructor 
Assessor Course Booklet include:

·	 There should be enough space for the handlers to manoeuvre as a group

·	 If possible, the members of your team are of similar height, size and strength, in order to avoid placing 
an uneven load on one person

·	 The weight should be evenly distributed. If not, the stronger members of the team should lift the heav-
ier end of the load whilst being mindful that the load is not too grossly unbalanced i.e. that one part of the 

team isn’t bearing too much of the weight

·	 Everybody is clear about where the load needs to go

·	 All members of the team can see where they are going

·	 The load has enough evenly spaced places where it can be gripped securely

·	 The load can be carried safely to its destination without having to be tilted

Attendee 4 had an arthritic knee (pictured below on the right) which may have had an impact on his ability to carry 
out lifting and lowering with the best technique due to its painful impact on his knee when in a flexed position. 

There are three different types of arthritis that can occur in your knees. The most common type is osteoarthritis, a
progressive condition that slowly wears away joint cartilage. This is most likely to occur after middle age. This injury is
often common amongst attendees of our courses and an interesting topic of discussion for our Manual Handling ex-
perts and the training groups. Many often complain of symptoms such as aching pain at rest; sharp pains when walk-

ing up and down stairs, running and kneeling.
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Do you suffer from any of the above? Please email our Director and qualified Osteopath Gareth Milner: garethmil-
ner@osteopathicsolutions.co.uk for some effective solutions for this painful knee injury.

Having spent time observing the written and practical assessments of this course I feel that Osteopathic Solutions
Instructor Assessor Course is definitely one of the more advanced Manual Handling training courses out there. It

gives attendees a true feeling of achievement by thoroughly assessing them intellectually and practically, ensuring
they have a strong knowledge base and leave feeling fully confident in their ability to deliver a Manual Handling

Practical Skills courses.
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